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H o w to stay healthy

Swine
Flu
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With children and young
adults among those who are
most likely to have serious

VT HURTING AGAIN

complications from the Novel

Virginia Tech students
Heidi Lynn Childs, 18, and
David Lee Metzler, 19,
were found shot to death
in the Jefferson National
Forest on Thursday, Aug.
27, according to the News
and Advance. The two
sophomores came from
the Lynchburg area Childs from Forest was
a biochemistry major,
and iVIetzler, a Brookville
High School graduate
and Campbell County
resident, was an industrial
and systems engitieering
major. Both were members
of the Virginia Tech chapter
of Campus Crusade for
Christ The funerals for the
teens were tield at Heritage
Baptist Church on IVlonday.

HINl

virus,

commonly

known as swine tlu, schools
across the nation have been
preparing

'J*, e

for

the

worst

outbreak of a virus in decades.
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O n Aug 25, Health and
Human

Services

Kathleen

mm.

Secretary

Sebelius

is plausible for

said

it

Americas

populace to suffer 30,000 to
90,000 deaths from the new
strand of virus this year. Tliose
most at risk of serious health
problems from the disease are
the elderly, young children,
young adults and pregnant

Montgomery
County
authorities do not currently
have any suspects and
believe the killing was a
random act of violence,
according to the News and
Ad.vance. •

women.

WILDFIRES A B L A 2 E

Seblius' prediction, believing

Raging wildfires in
Southern
California
forced
Cov.
Arnold
Schwarzenegger
to
declare
a
state
of
Monday,
emergency
ughoi
Multiple fires throughout
the state have forced
6,600 from their homes
and
"scorched
over
134 square miles and
destroyed 18 homes,"
s^ccordlng
the Wall
Street Journal; The largestfire is burning a 20-mile
wide swath through the
countryside, dangerously
dose to Los Angeles. Only
percent of the fire was
contained on Monday^
Over 2,500 firefighters
and 20 helicopters and
air tankers have been
enlisted to help combat
the fires. Two firefighters
Fire Capt Tedmund Hall,
AmaldoQuinones,
35, were killed when their
vehicle strayed off the
road and feli overa hillside :
amongst the flames,
according to USAToday.
com.
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and
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was

with
an

exaggeration.
"Everything

we've

seen

in the U.S. and everything
we've seen around the world
suggests we won't see that
kind of number if the viru?
doesn't change," Frieden said.^
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Grand opening sees large turnout from stuflents, community and state officials
: Matthew Coleman
:
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H' ; dents and Lynchburg
locals poured into the
•Chalet^Lodge

'' ^ i t i d B K a f S ® ofit®il&'
A BUSH BACK IN
THE LIMELIGHT
t-oirni'r
.idi'tit
George
W.
Bush's
daughter Jenna Bush
Hager joined N BCs "Today
SIviv. •
thr- ;,i;i:ons
newest
correspondent,
according to USAToday.
com. She will use her
skills as a schoolteacher
•i- i(in.>'I<;" •Vt-'ly l".,rilh
about issues such as
education, Hager was
approached corvcerning
the
correspondent position after Today Show

Fx'-ciitivf- 'lodL.f ft J m

Bet! saw her appear on
the show twice. She will
now work two part-time
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.see America's first coni.fe,,pleted

Snowflex
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' - planning and develop- •
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„ , to Construction and i t s a i l d o w n h i l l f r o m h e r e — T h o u s a n d s came on Saturday for the grand
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Annual block
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The
Afters
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fioiirs of the events the crowd was

Pizza, Rockstar Drinks and Smoothie King.

fireworks.
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Tlie Afters. Lead singer for Tlie
Afters Josh Havens took some

the campus' annual Block Party

time to visit with Hie Champion
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'Lhis year's concert
MIICESCHAJR

hosted

Activities

i

way of welcoming students back

On getting started

to a new school year. Hiis year,

We all met at a Starbucks. We

the Block Party featured several

used to work the morning shift

food vendors, local businesses

at Starbucks together. I actually

and campus clubs. As is tradi-

knew our guitar player Matt in

tion, the party concludes with a

high school, but he was a couple

concert followed by a display of

years ahead of me.

The Afters blend
a contemporary
rock sound with
atmospheric piano
melodies.The band
got its start at a local
Starbucks in Texas.
see AFTERS on A6
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Nursing labs

Nursing department to give students real life experience-J^

more realistic. 'Hie SimMans are computer-controlled
by a lab instructor who creates a life-and-death crisis
'Hie opportunity for nursing students to practice in a hospi- similar to what a nursing student would face in real life.
"'Hie SimMan lives or dies based on the performance
tal setting was enhancetl this summer hy expanding the nursing
department to include a critical care center, a media room and of the student," Kathyrn Miller said.
Lazarus, as one of the SimMan's is called, test the
a mother haby and pediatric room.
Hie expansion was started May I and ended Aug. 1. 'Hiis nursing candidates real world skills by running out of
expansion was much needed, as the nursing department con- oxygen, causing his tongue to swell.
A computer screen next to Lazarus' bed will beep
tinues to grow.
"Sixty i|ualilied freshman were turned away last semester due and the lines showing his oxygen level vibrate faster on
to the lack ot space," Kathyrn Miller, simulation lab coordina- the screen. As Lazarus starts to choke, the student must
perform procedures properly or Lazarus will die.
tor, said.
A media room has also been added to the nursing
"I think the expansion is neces.sary because nursing students
are expanding and more space is needed to practice," Beverly department, 'flie media room includes four separate
bays complete with chairs and a TV monitor Each staI ')iaz, sophomore nursing major, said.
Rooms 2056 and 20.^7 on the second floor of DeMoss have tion is separated by a wall.
All of the nursing media is on hard drive and is
been renovated and transformed into the Critical Care Center
(CCC). 'I he purpose of the CC'C is to provide a realistic at- watched in the media room instead of in a cla.s.sroom
mosphere tor the nursing students and a place where they will setting. Students may approach the check-in desk and
achieve more than just book knowledge by "learning bedside request the video segment he or she wishes to watch,
and the lab assistant'will send the segment to the stuwisdom," Miller said, "'i here is a big difference."
"I'll probably get more hands-on experience than just lec- dent's bay
'llie reason for the change is so that sensitive matter can be
tures," Piazsaid.
'Hie CXIC includes three beds and equipment a normal ho.s- watched individually instead of in a mixed setting, according
to Miller.
pital setting would include.
Room 2056 on the second floor of DeMoss was expanded
"(The equipment) helps with the simulation of patients that
are in dire need of help," Bill Maidand, planner and coordinator, and turned into the mother, baby and pediatric room. 'Hie
room is designed to train students on how to deliver babies and
said.
•|he department also added a mannequin called a SimMan is separated into three sections: birthing, post-partum and the
to the list of new equipment, bringing the departments total baby nursery
Two mannequins are used in the mother, baby and pediatric
to twoT h e m.inneqiiins are used in the CCC to make the lab
NEWS RlPbRTER

SNOWH.EX amtinucdpmiM
Held up in ready-made tents, they sold merchandise and gave away prizes.
l^efore the main events began. Chancellor Jerry Falwoll Jr. spoke to the crowd and
thanked the Siiowflex's primary donor. Jay
Stein, tor his invaluable contribution. He then
tiiriu:d the microphone over to the Snowtlex's
founder and creator Brian 'Hionias.
"I am very honored to be here,"'lhomas said.
"'Hiis IS undoubtedly the most exciting moment for our business, the launch ot the {liberty Siiowflex Centre."
Circling 4,500 feet in the air professional
skydiver Jim McCormick jumped out of an
airplane, immediately deployed his parachute
and began his falling toward i .iberty Mountain
at .^5 niph. With smoker canisters attached
to his ankles, ho .spiraled through the air, pertbnning aerial acrobatics while leaving trails of
smoke in the air to mark his fall.
As McCormick made his approach, the
.speakers blasted the James Bond theme song.
'Hie crowd cheered in adoration as he landed
safely on the hillside, .slapped on a pair ot skis
and raced down the slope.
Next came the professional ski and snowboarders. Strapped in and fired up, the two
American teams and the two teams from the
LInited Kingdom made their way up the ski lift
and onto the run.
One after another they slid down the slope,
flew ofi the jump and performed an aerial trick
before landing, 'Hie crowd met each .spectacle
with applause.
"Honestly, the crowd is what made itf professional snowboarderjake Black said.
"('Ihe Show) was really good and there were

a lot of people," professional snowboarder
Joshua Benedict Stock said. "1 don't usually
ride in front of that many people, so there were
some butterflies."
"('Hie show) was awesome. i..ots of good
tricks and some awesome talent," senior Andrew Bailey said.
After the professionals were done, Falwell
dawned his skis and glided down the run in
a red, plaid shirt and no ski poles for support.
Smiling the whole way, he made it down without any complications.
' !he events were cut short due to bad weather, and most ofthe vendors packed up and left
Still, the day was viewed as a success.
"1 thought it was an awesome day," freshman Nolan Buss said. "It was a great opening,
great weather, the snowboarders brought it,
the skiers brought it. ("Hiat) double front flip
was amazing. It takes a lot of guts to do the
things they were doing."
"We often say that it it is Christian'it ought
to be better, and there is no place like (Snowflex) in America," Moore said. "Just like there
is no place like Liberty in the whole world.
'Ihis is an exciting place."
While Snowflex is fully operational, it has
not reached completion, according to Askew.
Phase two is set to begin shortly and will extend the runs to the hill's peak, widen some of
the existing runs, and create a run specifically
for tube sledding. A sliding sidewalk lift will
also be added in addition to the lift already in
place.
Contact Matthew Coleman at
mcoIenian((?libertyedu,
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The Champion
encourages
community
member to submit letter to the editor on any
subject. Letters should not exceed 400 words
and must be typed and signed. The deadline Is
5 p.m. Friday. Letters and columns that appear
are the opinion of the author solely, not the
Champion editorial board or Liberty University.
All material submitted becomes property of the
Champion. The Champion reserves the right
to accept, reject or edit any letter received —
according to the Champion stylebook, taste
and the Liberty University mission statement.

Send letters to:
Liberty Champion
Liberty University, Box 2000,
Lynchburg, VA 24502
or drop off In DeMoss Hall 1035.
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room. One birthing Gaiiniard mannequin named Noel was
upgraded this summer and now has "a fetal heart (one so that
the baby's heart beat can be heard," Miller said.
The second mannequin is called Gabriel, is special because
it is a sick baby that can even cough and .sneeze. Ciabriel's crib is
isolated like it would be in a hospital.
Contact Kendra Mann at
kniann2(5)liberty.edu.
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Juniors & young mens famous name apparel footwear and
accessories. Every single item - every single day...
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SWINE FLU coiUhiufd
Dr. Richard Lane of Light Medical diagnosed seven cases of the virus within the first
week of classes.
"Most of the cases are off campas, but we
have moved some (on-campus students) to
the Lynchburg inn," Lane said.
'Hie quarantine rooms in the Lynchburg Inn
are not the only safety precaution,? that Liberty
has taken. Ilie university added more hand
sanitizer dispensers around campus and ill
students Resident Assists (RA) can get a "sick
tray" from the dining hall that the student's will
pick up.
'Ilie best way" to keep from getting sick is
to use a sleeve or shoulder to cover coughsinstead of hands, wash hands often, carry
sanitizer, keep rooms clean and get adequate
sleep, according to l.ane.
Students should seek immediate medical
attention at the first sign of the tin and not go
to classes until the fever is gone because the
likelihood of further contamination is much
higher with a fever.
'Hie CDC's Web site lists the symptoms of
the virus as "fever, cough, sore throat, runny or
stuffy nose, body aches, headache, chills and
fatigue." Many people also have diarrhea and
vomiting due to the illness.
"It literally feels like you have been run over
by a Mack truck," Lane said.
Both the seasonal flu and the Novel H i N1
virus uniquely affect the respiratory tract

as opposed to other illnesses, such as the
stomach flu.
' r l i e newness of the strain of H I N 1 is what
makes it especially dangerous, 'lliere are rare
flu ca.ses when an uncommon form of the
sickness is able to bind onto a human cell
and the viruses mutate. Tlie virus and the cell
"mix and match into a new one," 'Vofessor of
Biology Dr. Randall Hubbard said.
'Ihe reason why so many people get
infected with the H l N l virus is because
people have "not been exposed to the antigens
before," Hubbard said. However, he is not too
concerned with the new strain.
Lane said diat anti-viral medicines usually
worked on the new strain within 24 hours
and those medications should continue to be
effective until the arrival of the H l N l vaccine
in mid-October.
Lane was hoping to have 20,000 vaccines
available to l.,iberty students, but because of
production shortages, only 8,000 vaccines will
be heading to central Virginia. 'Hie vaccnies
will be available to the public in order from the
highest risk to lowest. Pregnant women will
receive the vaccine first, followed by young
children, then medical personnel and young
adults with chronic respiratory conditions.
For more information about the vaccine,
visit Libertyedu.
Con tact Cat Hewett at
chewett(!?liberty.edu.
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A N I G H T FILLED WPLH PRAYER
TJie Office d f Student L^^^

(OSL) hosted the annual A l i N i g h r

of Prayer event AdgiL 28vThej5rst \ ^ k e

every new school year^

is slated as a time ofprayer for the student body. The event is not a
required event for students, a fact that has hot stopped many students
frbiiii^kirig

in the early ijiorfiing hours to gather and pray.

Althoujgh jjSie event is hosted by Q ^ , the Spiritual Life, Directors
(SI^D) ar^esp^^^^

for the seWp and t^ardown. I b e SLDs are re-

:x]iiTfed to set up^rioff^prayer sjtations|o help guide students as they
WalHhrpugh^^the fevent. This year's statiqnis.i)nduded family, military
country, campus pastors, h o m e pastors, perspnal suf irender and c6n-

I^jt^ofeii^o

on OSL; please see

•
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trademarks of Motorola, Inc. All other rriarl(s are the property ot their respective owners.
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Iran's Forgotten Revolution
1

hy Mattison Urooks

OPINION REPORTER

ll'yoii .ire flaying attention, you should Ije
outraged. 'I he headline itself is as cynical as
they come, hut it resonates for the state of affairs in which America and the world, as a
whole, is now finding itself.
Obviously, there was a lot that happened
this summer; celebrities were dropping like
flies while health care and town hall meetings drove Americans back into popullst-rage
mode. In the middle of it all, the Middle Eastern country of Iran nearly descended into total
post-election anarchy, only to emerge under
the control of a more brutal dictatorship of
President Mal imoud Ahinadinejad.
Ihe Iranians involved were accused of trying to incite a "velvet revolution"
peaceful
protests tor the purpose of overthrowing the
government, according to CNN. f lowever, it
would better be known as a forgotten revolution, because many Americans forgot it even
happened.
As it stands now, over 1,000 Iranians who
protested the election have been detained or
arrested in a government crackdown, according to CNN, Of those 1,000, most are being
put on mass trial for dissidence, reported
(!NN. Naturally, any country that has questioned Iran's "democracy" receives the usual
"intidels meddling in our alTairs will taste our
wrath" nonsense. But frankly tlie world seems
tar too bu.sy dealing with its own problems to
worry about one of the most dangerous governments on Harth.
Of course it is not hard to see why the Iranian election was forgotten. A mere two or three
days into the crisis, Michael Jack.son passed
away In America, the fate of a musician takes
media precedence over the fate ot a volatile
Middle Kastern nation, which may or may not
be developing a nuclear energy program a
country whose president has stated "there are
no gays in Iran" and who answers to a clerical
theocrat that does not believe in the Molo-

PHOTO I'UOVIIJEII

caust. That, of course, pales in comparison to
Micnael Jackson and his legacy. After all, he
did make "Tliriller."
During the initial stages of the Iranian revolution, there was a media blackout and n o
way for messages regarding the event to be
sent out. 'ilnat is, there was a block until many
Iranians began recording video with their cell,
phones and uploading them to Facebook and
"tweeting" what was happening on the streets
around them.
For roughl)' two to three days, the national
pre.ss covered what many advisers called the
most tumultuous time in Iran's history since
the Islamic Revolution of i 979, And all of this
occurred with the world watching via Twitter
and Facebook as the government began its
crackdown
it all played out like any just
and righteous revolution would.
But only tiiree days after it began, Iran's
technological lifeline to the rest of the world
was cut because ofjackson's death, destroying
the largest and possibly only means available

to getting the truth out. Tlie media found that
Jackson's death was not only more relevant to
Americans, but also a great way to gain viewership And it was right.
It is ti'uly a tragedy. I challenge you to consciously remember the last time you saw
anything regarding the Iranian election crisis.
When was it talked about in the news? When
was it talked about on morning television?
Or worse yet, when was the last time that you
wondered what happened to it at all?
Sadly, Iran's forgotten revolution is a small
and recent example of what can happen with
the flow of information. Staying informed is
not difficult, but paying attention to the stories
that matter and staying with diem is not only
a sign of personal wisdom — it is a civic duty
And ifyou are paying attention, you should be
outraged.
Contact Matti.son Brooks at
embrook(i!'libertyedu.

Saving animals —

one overweight person at a time
By Rachel Barker

OPINION REPORTER

Ilie People for the Ethical Treatment of
Animals (PETA) recently embarked on a controversial ad campaign that targets overweight
American.s. T he recent bill board for the animal
rights group had many people turning heads
and voicing their opinions.
PET'A recently posted the billboard in Jacksonville, Fla., according to Fox News. 'Ilie advertisement features an i.)verweight woman
in a bikini with the caption "Save the whales.
I.ose the blubber. Go vegetarian." The billboard implies that the main cause oi'obesity is
the consumption of meat and that vegetarianism is the .solution, according to the Cliicago
Piets Examiner.
"Trying to hide your thunder thighs and
balloon bell)' is no day at the beach," PE'l'A
Executive Vice President Tracy Rcinian explained in a recent press release.

"Our goal was really to encourage
people to live healthier lives and, of ^ j ^ g
course, as an animal-rights group,
to save animals at the same time,"
PETA spokesperson Lindsay '
Rajt explained in a recent interview with the United Press International.
However, the billboard presents misleading
information about vegetarianism, implying it
will .solve all problems relating to obesity
"Just because \'ou go vegetarian does not
mean the weight will fall off of you. Vegetarians can have ju.st as much difficulty dropping
the weight as meat eaters do," the C'hicago Diets Examiner stated.
PETA's obesity ad was pulled down shortly
alter its construction. In its place, there is now
a billboard saying, "t^ONE. Just Like All the
Pounds Lost b\' People W h o (iO Vegetarian.

PHOTO piun inai

CioVeg.com," according to a PETA press release.
Even though the replacement is less offensive towards over\veiglit individuals, PETA
continues to present a misleading argument
for the cause of vegetarianism - a group of
people who often struggle with their weight
as much as non-vegetarians, according to the
Chicago Diets Examiner.
PET'A has overstepped its bounds with this
campaign. As seen on its Web site, PETA claims
to be the largest ar.imal rights organization in

and my news editor, I've decided dial a senior diecklist is in
ortler. What do 1 want to do before 1 go out into the gi'eat unknoAvn to start niy career?
I've found that I make up my list as time goes
along, and it follows a strict "carpe diem" code. Seizing the day is integral when doing something new
and not becoming callous to the little tilings in lite.
One of my goals was to get up and attend die grand
opening of the Snowtlex on 'Saturday and 1 have the sunburn
to prove it. But J?5-t]egree weather didn't discourage multiple
nevNf: stations, protessional siaers and snowhoarders, Lynchburg natives, Liberty students and just tlie plain a a i o u s from
coming to witness the opening of die first ^nowflex in the
United States.
Attend a Liberty-st)'le grand opening: check.
Concerts have always been a weabiess foir n^e, and die
Tlv; senior year of t^ie last Jeay generation- is off to a Block Party on Saturday night was no exception. This- year,
grand start tliis faJL As a proud member of tiiiat group, I've
iwwevCT, it was.extra memorable becaase the sky staitecJ to
alized tlut 1 don t haw much time left on t^iis mounfaifll A^^ ctnpty rain aii over us before The Aft ers rocketl the stage. 1 got
the end of th« seriiesfer, 111 be packing up all the stuff thai 1 ve to n^etft the band afterward, too, and discovei^d tbat tliey are
accumulated over the last fbuir years and hcadii'jg home to the rcit'lyijenuilWe, dcftviMto-'mrth guys.
state cfWashington.
Meet aji awe.some biald aaid follow them on T\%itteT;
Hmvcwr, just because I'm leaving doesn't mean 1 have tii chedf.
^
bemoan the fact prematurity. After talking my <^uadmates
, Whctl^er ) Su are a ircshman, jsenior or s o m f w ^ n ^ iri

Amanda Baker

the world. But it is not a
health organization and should not use its
publicity to, claim otherwise, lliis billboard
has more to do with weight loss issues thaii
saving the lives of innocent animals. Very few,
if any whales will be saved by people embracing vegetarian ism.

Contact Rachel Barker at
rebarker(<?liberty.edu.

between) i would recormnend starting a checklist nfthings to
do beii)re you leave Liberty Get a picture with eveiy campus
celebrity, like Ergun Caner and Jerry Jr. Go to a hockey game.
Play ultimate Frisbee on the football field. Get a Milton milkshake at Drowsy Poet (this was recommended to me when 1
was a fi-eshman, .ind I've been hooked ever since). Tell your
favorite piofessor how much you appreciate them. 'Write a
story for the (..'hampion and get a by|in<» Play an intramural
sport, or take it to the next level and participate in walk-on
tryouts tor basketball or the lacrosse team. (Jome up with air
act tor Cofteehouse. Get on Niiiety SecondsTVround Liberty.:
Invite a freshman in your dorm to come to a nwNie w t h you ^
and your group ot friends. Take ari interesting class that lias;
nothing to do ividi your major. Hat with someone you don't'
blow at the dining hall. Learn how to snoAvboard on the .
Snowtlex.
My point is, don't be apadi^tic while you are here, Make
it a point to acciimplish sonuthing. so that when you look
back )'ou will not have any rfe^rets. Fear nothing but the unlived life, anil seize the moment foi all it is wortK
Contact Amsjvda Baker at
ainbaker2((?liberty.edu.
u n a
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A brief economic update
By Mitchell MalcheFf
GRADUATE ASSISTANT

1 am happy to report that the recession is officially over. All
citizens are now free to continue with their normal lives. Shut
off Glenn Beck, turn down O'Reilly (What if! don'twant to be
in the No-Spin Zone, Bill?) and throw a recession party (1 recommend cocktail shrimp, after all, you can afford it now.) W h y
am 1 so confident in this bold prediction? Because the MUl is
predicted to rise next year. Shout jubilantly with me in relief,
folks. "iT.e MUl is stabilizing alter a record 2,3 percent decline
this year.
America is back.
It's certainly taken long enough tor the M U l to rebound.
By now, 1 should probably explain thi.s MUl index, although
all the economists reading this should be familiar with this
horribly important yet vastly underrated economic indicator.
Without further adieu, (that means 'waiting' in Spanish ... I
think), the MUl: the men's underwear index. •
Men's underwear sales have long shaped economic thought
and were a key cog of die classic 1459 economic tome, "Tlie
Economy in Brief," written by the recognized master of Slovakian economics Bruges de Havilland. Even former Federal
Reserve poobah Alan Greenspan touts the genius of the MUl,

(which sounds like an affectionate name for a pet cow when
you sound it out). Greenspan endorsed MUl in an NPR report
two years ago, according to Washington Post staffer Ylan Q .
Mui.
Still not a believer? Let me hurl three, nay, four pieces ofevidenccatyou.
1. Sears is reporting an increase of sales in recent months, accordiiig to Mui.
2. Target is also reporting an increase, including a rise in
multi-pack sales, a key supporting indicator to which do Havilland devoted 467 pages in "The Economy in l^ricf?'
3. Notice the name of the Washington Post stafi" writer who
reported this vital information. Ylan Q. Mui! flame, set, touchdown or whatever the jocks call it.
4.1 conducted a scientific poll ofthe first two males I ran into
and they both reported no change in their buying patterns.
Do not scoff at my findings. According to the research firm
Mintel, the men's underwear industry is a nearly $5 billion-peryear cash cow, (See how 1 did that? By calling it a cash cow, I
made you think of MUl, which made you wish you had a pot
cow. Fight the tears until 1 get thro,ugh these last 100 words.)
Now, I charge you all to go fortli, ai'med with your new
economic knowledge. Don't settle for a single pack. Be bold.
Buy multi-packs (currently $9.99 for a two-pack at your local

Jit. .......
I'lK n o I ' K O M I i l l I

Target), try new colors, perhaps a different style. 'I he rece.ssion
is over. Still don't believe me? Perhaps you'll believe senior researcher Michael CAihen ofthe NPi") t iroup, who had this little
gem to say to Mui.
"'Ilie consumers may be down, but they're not out," Cohen
said. "If this were a true, deep, long, embedded recession, they
wouldn't even be buying undcrwe.ir"
1 rest my case, legal bricMs and all.
Contact Mitchell Malcheffat
mimalcheff((i'liberty.edu.

A newfound remedy for Internet and gaming addiction
By Kweku De-Graft-Duncan

OPINION REPORTER

1 recently came to the self-realization that I am a victin-^ of
video game addiction. But now for $14,500, gamers like me
will be able to break away from the addiction and check into
rehab. It sounds absurd, but it is a necessary resolution.
Today, internet and gaming addiction is real and has become
an evei-piC'sent stigma among a tcchnology-saturated generation in America. Facebook, text messaging. World ofWarcraft
and other technological media are taking over our society. People have become too attached to technology and need to instill
some self-control and discipline.
O n Aug. 27, a video game and Internet rehab center officially opened in Fall City Wash., taking in its first 19-year-old
patient who struggled with quitting World ofWarcraft. 'llie reStart Internet Addiction Recovery Program helps gamers, text
messagers and Internet users kick their technological habit to
the curb with a 45-day program. Similar to a I2-step program
for alcoholics, the tech-junkies partake in activities such as psychotherapy, counseling, fitness programs and "high adventure
outings" around the facilities, according to a news article from
GameSpot.
'An)T\'here from six to 10 percent of the online population
is dependent on one or more aspects of cyber technology and
the Internet. Among gamers, those playing multi-user games
like World ofWarcraft appear to be addicted at much higher
levels," the facility's Web site says. ,

Institutions like reStart first opened in Japan, China and several countries in Europe and work to diagnose gaming addiction as ahealth issue. N o w that reStart is here in the U.S., people
who have such addictions can get help
In October 2008, World ofWarcraft exceeded 11 million
subscribed players worldwide, according to Blizzard Entertainment, Inc.

In addition to that. World ofWarcrafi: had 88,926 users playing an average of 19,188,204 minutes per day, reported Xfire,
an instant messaging service and game server browser, 'lliat is
almost four hours a player spends a day per person. How can
anybody afford to spend that much time in an imaginary, neverending battle against sorcerers, trolls and evil army lords?
And it gets worse.
"'Hie cases most often cited include a South Korean man
vvho collapsed in an Internet cafe after playing Starcraft for 50
hours; a man in China who died after playing online games for
15 days consecutively; a 13-year-old boy from Vietnam who
strangled an elderly lady with a piece of rope because he want-

ed,money to buy games; and a number of cases in the United
States involving angry teenagers murdeiing family members
over games and consoles," reported GameSpot staff writer Laura Parker in an article about game addiction.
Parker also listed more cases, including a disturbing incident about one U.S. teenager who shot his p.irents and
killed his mother because they confiscated his copy of Halo 3
in October 2007.
Admittedly, I have fallen victim to gamer-r.ige, too. I vividly
remember how I felt on the day my mother took away my video
g,i,me.s. After a week in video-game withdrawal, 1 felt my nerves
twitching agonizingly, my brain smashing itself against my head
and suffocating from unbearable boredom. I literally ransacked
her room trying to find my XBOX 360
hissing "my preciousss.sssss" like a post-modern l.ord ofthe Rings creature.
Ultimately, the opening ofa rehab center for gaming addicts
is a sign that America h.is taken a stand in trying to improve
social and mental health. It is a step in the right direction. Individuals have a chance to break away from their dependency
on the Internet and gaming, 'fhose sufi'ering from technologyrelated addictions should seriously consider checking themselves into rehab. I would follow my own advice
1 just don't
have $14500.
Contact Kweku De-Craft-l ")uncan at
kduncan2(i?libcrty.edu.
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On hii$ most memorable moment
m
Sii'teibw^' hon^Siil^^^
was & really cool moment tonight.
He was way cooler than me. (Matt and 1} started working at
Staiiucks togetlier, a n d w e b e c t o e g o o d friends. We tJeddejj I'm not just saying tliat because we lust played a show here. But
tonight for y^ars to come. It
rained
throughout
llie
day
and
stopped
just as we were about
tiiere in tlie store. We w o d d sing out customers drinlc orders.
W e j&s^
anid people started tcl!ing«s we should start a to corne on. ®ie crowd was amaang, When we got to the end,
we pla^d bur song "Beautllul Love" and there were (irtworks.
band. So we did. '
the
1 mean, it was just a really cool moment Ever)fone was really
On gaining popularity
always reEi^ery single day diat 1 can make muSkformy job, I just feel engaged. it:was|ustd«e of those th^
m
m
b
e
r
.
.
/
'
,
•
"
•
"
, so blessed because riiere are so many people that never have
to play'diat song.witlv
cliancc to do what tlicy are passionaite ,about ot ivliat'tbe; ; , As a'sJdc-;note,:ld
• ••
lovefortlieir job. I know tiwt tliere art so many great battds out ' hreu-orks in the backg^und. We didn't plan that. At Liberty, ^
there that deserve to be d ^ h g it full time and diey can't, and I dreams come true.
" just foel so fortunate every single time 1 o n playanother show : O n makingitin the music industry
When I was younger it was my dream to do what we're do! once stood in line in an Audio Adrenaline concert when
5ngri^tnow,soinonesei'isCv!|U{Sfeelteallybte
.'
I was llj. and I asked ithem die same question. Tlje advice I
would give is tlie same advice I received then, and that is to
O n his favorite song from the newest album
bfii Slwwil&L
; Man. that changes all tl^e time. Right now, 1 w o d d have to stick with.it. Be good at what ydu.do, practice and stick with it
ssy its Ocean Wide. jiUthougli, we arc recording a new lecord, because the people \vlio give up are the ones vrho don't make
so my favorite song is actually a new song. But Ocean Wide is a i t Most of the bands that you see that are huge have been toreally special .song to me.
geAerfortO years. It's not very oftenthat a band blows up right
O n their u|.Koming pioject
off die bat It takes time to build up a fan base and really conRight now, we are witing and recoiding. We go in the studio nect-with people. So, 1 scsy stick with it 1 mean, you have to be
Oct. 1 I t was supposed to be Oct. 12, but there's a U2 show. good at what you do because ifyou're not good it doesn't matiixMed
ter how hard you try.
We cant miss U2.
Wc are wally cxcited about the new song. We have been
Contact Amanda Sullivan at
working really hard on it, and were perfectionists. We won't
' "
amsu11ivan3(!?'libert)\edu. from f . i W t k ^
stop until wefoel lilce it's our very best. We're pretty excited to
put new music out.
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Venues revamped
M

M

UNIVERSITYTOGETMAI<^OVERFORWILLIAMSSTADIUM,VINESCENTER

•

Jake Petersen
S P O R T S EDITOR

Greeted by loud roars and a standing ovation by students in a jampacked Vines Center on Friday morning, Chancellor Jerry Falwell Jr.
kicked off the 2009-2010 academic school year by unveiling plans for a
completely revamped Williams Stadium and Vines Center.
Athletic Director Jeff Barber followed Falwell's announcement by giving
the student body a sneak peek of the new facilities with a slideshow on the
Vines video screens. Tlie football stadium, which is expected to be ready
for construction following the last home football game of the season in
November, will be constructed in three phases. Phase O n e will be headlined by a new, 34,000 square-foot press room and increasing the number
ofseats to 19,200.
Four elevators will service staff media and fans seated throughout the
three stories, and the new facility also includes 16 permanent luxury seats
designed for donors and Flames Club members. A 500-seat banquet facility a 1,000-seat classroom as well as various office, suites will also be constructed.
Phases Two and Hiree will focus on constructing even more seating
around the complex, with a 4,000-seat upper deck expected to be added
above the current student section and an additional horseshoe style seating area for 6,400 people behind the south end zone. New bathrooms and
concession stands are expected to be added in the stadium's facelift as well.
Williams Stadium, which currently seats 12,000 fans, is expected to
reach 30,000 seats at the end of Phase Three and will add "great beauty to
the university," according to Barber. He noted that the long-range goal for
the operation is to hold 60,000 seats and rival the facilities ofVirginia Tech
and the University ofVirginia.
Most of the estimated $ 12 million it will take to fund Phase O n e of this
project will come through donations from the Flames Club and other
University donors, Barber said. An extensive fundraising campaign is expected to be launched immediately, with bidders pledging donations for
naming rights to buildings, rooms and other amenities both projects will
feature. Ticket prices "may be raised a buck or two," Barber said, but will for
the most part remain affordable to the general public.
Not to be left out, the Vines Center will also be undergoing a huge
change in the next five to ten years. Barber announced plans to add two
balcony areas in the arena holding up to 3,000 seats, with the option of
potentially adding suites and club rooms underneath for Flames Club
members and donors. The project is expected to extend the Vines Center's
seating from its current 8,000 to 12,000 at the end of completion.
Tlie project will also improve the exterior of the arena, giving the Vines
a more modern-classical look. A Jeffersonian-style lobby with glass windows will be the first thing Flames fans will see upon approaching and entering the arena as well as a newbrick facade to accompany the new look.
Head men's basketball coach Dale Layer, who enters his first season at
the helm of the Flames, believes the new plans can not only help his team
in recruiting new players, but also by drawing in prospective students.
"Tlie improvements of the football stadium and the Vines Center speak
volumes of what Libert)' is trying to do nationally Tliis is a great time to
be at Liberty, and when you see progress and commitment and things going forward, you want to jump on board and roll up your sleeves and get
involved with it. It's a real boost to all of us," Layer said.

Leading the Charge — Athletic Director Jeff Barber announces $12 million innprovements to

Liberty's athletic facilities in Convocation Friday morning. The upgrades include a state-of-theart football press room and the construction of upper deck seating inside the Vines Center, as
well as other beautification projects to both venues.

Contact Jake Petersen at
jtpetersen(®libertyedu.,

Exterior Beauty — The Vines Center will undergo d rriajor exterior facelift uncier
Barber's propsed idea, with a Jeffersonian style lobby to accompany a fresh brick
facade bomg <i focal point of the construction process.

Sneak Peek
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additional scats for fthey watch tho Flames and Lady

for afirst-classgame pxpenence as

Flames set for showdown with West Virginia
Jeff Scott
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onships, and want to make sure that the team
stays sharp and focused on the task at hand.

Liberty University football has come a

' W e are trying to be accountable, trying

long way since the 2005 season in which the

to be responsible with our actions. After hav-

team went 1-10.

ing a 10-win season we have to make sure we

I wasn't going to play football," Beecher said.

Mosier, tight end Will Quaries, quarterback/;

"Tlie last two weeks of the year, I felt God

wide receiver Mike Brown, wide, receiver B.J.!

called me to pursue a fifth year and it's a great

Hayes and wide receiver Chris Summers all-

situation here at Liberty."

have the opportunity to lead the team to be as;

Beecher,

who played in 17 games for

potent as they were a year ago.
Liberty's defense looks to remain stout as-

Tlie addition of Coach Danny Rocco in

maintain our edge." Rocco said. "This is not a

2006 seemed to instantly transform not only

time for complacency or to sit back on oui' lau-

completed 58.8 percent of his passes and

it returns a good deal of defensive players, de-'

the win column, but also the entire mindset of

rels. We need to keep marching forward."

threw for 320 yards and two touchdowns. He

spite losing standout linebacker Nick Hursky.

Liberty sustained losses at quarterback,

was the Gamecocks season opening starter

Two players, Ian Childress and Wes Cheek,

and running back with Brock Smith now on

last year against N C . State and Beecher under-

will look to carry the torch and bring tenac-

staff as a coach and losing Rashad Jennings to

stands that if he plays smart football, the team

ity and toughness to the frontline. Stalwarts_

can go a long way

on the defensive line include senior defensive

the team. In only his first year, he led Liberty
to a winning record, and most recently the first
10-win season in school history After taking

South Carolina over his three-year career,

the helm in 2006, Rocco has implemented

the NFL Draft. Tlie surefire replacement for

mottos that coincide with what the team's

Smith is Tommy Beecher, a 6'2, 227-pound

"We've just got to keep moving the ball.

end Trey Jacobs, Virginia Tech transfer Daryl

goals are and the identity of the team.

transfer from the University South Carolina.

We have a great defense, so if the offense can

Robertson, and 377-pound sophomore Asa

year's theme is "Sharpening the

Surprisingly at the end of last semester, Beech-

move the ball and protect the ball we can have

Chapman.

Sword," based on the Proverbs 27:17 illustra-

er was not certain he would even be suiting up

a successful season," Beecher said.

tion of iron sharpening iron, as men sharpen

for the Flames.

Tliis

Liberty's offense is loaded with talent at

men. Coach Rocco and company are not

"1 came here during the summer, I have

each position. Offensive lineman Josh Weaver,

content with back-to-back Big South Champi-

one year of eligibility left. I originally decided

center Mario Cosby outside guard Bryan
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Lady Flames begin season 1-2 at Hilton
Garden Hokie Invitational

ClhrisMcNair

SPORTS REPORTER

•|hc Liberty I.ady Flames volleyball team went
luMd-to-heacl against each other in its annual
Blue-White scrimmage, officially ringing in the
2009 season last Tuesday.
Familiar faces Kallie Corbin and Nicki Scripko
stood out on the court, as both showed no rust
coming back from the offseason. It was Corbin's
53 assists and Scripko's 25 kills that helped the
White team bounce back tl'om a 2-1 deficit to
claim a 3-2 victory
Freshmen Loren 'Ihomas and Erica Manor
were both efiicient in tlieir attack opportunitic.s
for the Bkie team. I liey showcased their offensive
arsenals, as '1 homas hit .43.^ with 14 kills and four
blocks while Manor, who was the 2008 West Virginia .State Player of the Year as a high school senior, recorded nine kills on a dozen attempts and
linished with a ,667 attack percentage.
On Friday Head Coach Shane Pinderand the
Lady Flames began their 2009 campaign with a
25-7 set one victory over the Spartans of.UNC
(."ireensboro in the first round of the Hilton Garden Hokie Invitational at Cassell Coliseum in
iMacksburg, Va,
Tlie Spartans scored the first points of the afternoon before Liberty took control by tallying the
next 11 points, 10 of which were served by Karyl
Bacon, who also added two kills and an ace in the
spree, 1 .iberty s lead ballooned to 18-2 before they
sealed the 25-7 victory.
Bacon understands that she will have to step up
and prove herself as a team leader along with the
rest of the Lady Flame veterans.
"Now that 1 am a junior, there is more expected of me because of my experience and the fact
that 1 am an upperclassman and know the game.
I am expected to make more plays that are better
and to score more," Bacon said.
Bacon went on to say that the team did a good
job of "not getting frazzled" when the other team
went on runs, and t'heir ability to stay collected
helped them throughout the tournament,
Ilie I.ady Flames next opponent was the University of Montana, marking the first matchup between the Lady Flames and the Grizzlies,
[Respite winning the first game ot the morning,
1 .iberty was unable to match Montana's energy
in the second game of the match, as the Grizzlies
went on to claim a 3-1 victory, evening the Lady
Flames' record at 1 -1,

The Lady Flames owned an advantage in the
second game at 9-8, but a 6-1 spurt led by Whitney Hobbs (2 kills, I block) was all the Grizzlies
needed to gain a 25-20, game two win,
Montana was able to overcome double-doubles by Bacon, Scripko, and Corbin due in large
part to the play of Amy Roberts, who led the way
with a match-high 16 kills.
CorTjin netted a double-double that consisted
of41 assists and 11 digs, and also added six kills.
'As a team 1 would like to see us grab the threepeat and be the best we can be. Our team has so
much fight and I want to see us harness it. Tliere's
a new feel on the court as is typical of a new year,
but we know how to work together, no matter who's on the floor we have good chemistry,"
Corbin said.
On Saturday night the Lady Flames capped off
the tournament ;^gainst the host Hokies. Despite
Scripko's game-high 14 kills, the Hokies were able
to claim a 3-0 (25-22,26-24,25-18) victory over
the Lady Flames.
The I.ady Flames kept the score close in the
first game, with neither team leading by more
than three points during the opening set. Tliey
were neck-and-neck throughout the game (15
ties in the opening game) the last of which came
at 22-22. Virginia Tech, however, went on to score
three straight points, earning a 25-22 win.
"Tlie stats were close, even when we were
down two games to zero. We just weren't able to
string together the points," Pinder said. "Virginia
Tech controlled the net, whicl i was one of their
biggest advantages. 'Hie girls played hard but they
have some offensive work to do, and specifically
their blocking, but again the girls gave a great effort."
After the game, Corbin was voted to the alltournament team, afi:er netting 34 assists, five digs,
and a trio ofblocks against Virginia Tech.
Liberty will be hosting the Liberty Invitational
presented by Pepsi, which is scheduled to begin
on Friday and Saturday llie Lady Flames will
commence their 2009 home schedule with a 7
p.m. game against East Tennessee State on Friday
inside the Vines Center.
Contact Chris McNair
at cjmcnair(ii)libertyedu.
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Preview CpittiiUicd from B1
Starting at defensive liack for
the Flames is a familiar face. Chris
llocco, Coach Rocco's nephew, is a
product of Liberty (christian Academy and has enjoyed a successful
career since joining the Flames.
"It's a different atmo.sphere, but
it prepared, me well," Rocco explained. "Foothall-wise, my dad
and my uncle are pretty similar in
their coaching .styles. We actually
ran a simplified version of] .iherty's
defense at LCA so it made the transition a little bit smoother (than) if
it had been at somewhere else."
Rocco believes that if they continue to work hard, this could be
the best defense that Liberty has
ever seen.
"I think we have a chance to be
as good as we've ever been on defense but we have to play with the
intensity and focus that we have at
the peaks ofour play in fhe past. So

'There is plenty to look forward
to in the 200^^ season, including
upgrades to Williams Stadium and
the Williams Football Operation
Center, highlighted by the new
high definition video/scoreboard
to be in place by the first home
game of the season.
'Ihere will be loads of exciting
tbolbal! to watch this season, starting with a season opening clash
at Hig Last powerhouse We.st Virgini.i (.Sept. ), and an in-,state, Hall
of Fame weekend battle against
the Dukes of James Madison at
Williams Stadium (Sept. 2.^) and
them conference battles in the Big
South. Ihe l-lames open up their
home .schedule on Sept. 12 again.st
North C'arolina Central at 7 p.m.
ContactjelfScott
at|dscott(iiilibertyedu.

Running Uphill — The Flames will face a tough task in their first game as they head to Morgantown, W.V..
'"'^'>'1)' " P ^
how g o o d we are
for a Saturday showdown with the Mountaineers from West Virginia University.
goingtobe."
,

New face, new place: Beecher named starting QB

a lot of great guys, especially Mike Brown,"
Beecher said. "My classes have been great,
Tommy Beecher entered this season with a opening classes with prayer is a little different,
lot of uncertainty He was certain about his de- and I'ni looking forward to growing with evcision to transfer to Liberty but was unsure of erybody."
"I've been extremely impressed, 'llie weight
what his role would be on a new football team
to which the former University ofSouth Caro- room here is just as big as the one we had in
lina quarterback was not accustomed. Howev- South Carolina," Beecher continued. "I hear
er, Coach Danny Rocco has confidence Beecher the fans are great and I'm looking forward to
as his starting quai'terback when the Flames ti'avel seeing them out there."
to Moigantown, W Va. on Saturda)' tor a matchup
Rocco said that when Beecher finished his
with Big East member West Virginia.
sea.son at the University of South Carolina he
Beecher may not be very familiar to many prayed about his future. Beecher conies from
people around campus but he made it an ef- a very .spiritual family, and it was his mother
who told him God had something else for him
fort to be known on the football team.
"Before camp started Tommy was one of in football.
Ironically it was Beecher who first contactthe guys. Wheji camps started he was a familiar face. Everyone has-embraced Tommy for ed I.,iberty, but Rocco .said he was quick to iniwho he is," Rocco said. "What they're seeing tiate recruitment. Rocco said that there were
in Tommy is commitment and eflort. 'lliey're other players he was considering bringing in,
supportive of that. Tommy is here to work but that Beecher was the most attractive prospect. Beecher's maturity and big game experihard and compete."
Beecher, who is a student at liberty "Flieo- ence were the deciding factors in Beecher's
logical Seminary and was given a fifth year of position as starter.
eligibility by the NCAA, has been more than
"Tliis turned out to be a perfect fit," Rocco
impressed with Liberty thus far, both on and said. "He's got poise. H e can make decisions
off the field.
and doesn't panic. I really only wanted a guy
"The coaching .staff is incredible. I've met for one year; Brock Smith was basically the
Peter Sawyer
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starter for me in ever)' game 1 coached. 'Tommy gave us the bufl'er, that one year butter."
'Ilie one-year buffer Rocco is alluding to
is for the highly talented quarterback waiting
in the wing.s to take over the Flames offen.se:
Mike Brown. Rocco feels Brown might need
another year before he takes over the reins of
the Flames offense, but he does see Brown
playing an integral pari of the olfense. He
plans to play Brown as a wide receiver, giving
Beecher a viable threat to throw to during every offensive series.
"Mike is a big time playmaker," Beecher said,
"Our offense is full of playmakers; my job is to
get the ball to them and let them make plays."
Rocco feels giving Brown another year to
further acclimate himselfto the Flames offense
as a wide receiver and learn under the tutelage
ofan experienced quarterback can only help.
"Mike is the quarterback of the future," Rocco said. "He is so valuable in what we do here
and it gives us the best po.ssible lineup we could
have widi them both in the game at once."
With Rashad Jennings and Brock Smith no
longer playing for the Flames, many fans have
wondered about the team's ortensive strength.
Beecher and Brown hope to lead the way.
forming a dynamic duo that will ignite the

Flames olfense. B.J. I L\)-es will be able to start
at running back with Brown at the receiver position. With the starting positions established,
the players know iheir roles heading into Saturday's game at West Virginia.
Beecher has made a smooth transition
coming from the Uniwrsity ofSouth (Carolina
to play for the Flames, and he remains focused
on .splitting his time with football and his studies as a seminary student.
"Football isfiHitball.'.said Beecher.'Tni here
for football fiiNt and foremost, the seminary is
a bonus. I camc here to get into the playoff.s."
'I here is an element of preparation that goes
into being a starter, and in order to start the
first game of the season Beecher had to prove
himself through the s|iring and summer. Rocco wa.nts to stcirt a quarterback who is battle
tested and Beecher is proving himselfto lit the
mold. Saturday's game marks the beginning
of the battle, and only time will tell if Beecher's
divam of getting to the pla)'olls will become a
reality
'Jake IVtersen and Jordan LoSa.s.so
contributed to this report.
Contact Peter Sawyer at
|isawyer(.?libertyedu.
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Flames look to get back on track against Concorcl
Brittany Barclay
SPORTS REPORTER

Bl.l ( X tKllliY

Homeward Bound — With two away games under their belt, the Flames finally
return home to play against Concord Tuesday night.

After ending last season on an eight-game
winning streak., the Liberty Flames men's soccer team could not be more motivated in preparation tor the 2009 season,
Starting with tough road games against two
top-25 ranked teams, Wake Forest and William and Mary Head Coach Jeff" Alder feels
that the team is well prepared to have another
excellent season.
"'lliey did a fantastic job in preparing themselves, 1 think our guys are better prepared this
year coming into preseason than they've ever
been," Alder said.
The team started official practice Aug. 15,
leaving them a mere six days to shake off the
rust before facing a dominating Wake Forest
team that is ranked No, 5 in the nation.
"Right away through summer and preseason training, we had the players' attention
because we were starting off against such a
tough team," Alder said.
Although the Flames fell short with a 2-0
lo.ss, Liberty remained close until the last 10
minutes when Wake Forest scored, clinching
the win.
Liberty was not outmatched in a defensive
struggle against William and Mary in its next
game. Tlie game ended in a tie.
'Playing teams of this stature so early in the
season can only work to our benefit in that we
know what we are up against and what we are
striving to be," Alder said.

C 0 M M E N T A R Y

Giving Vick a (dog)fighting chance
Jordan i.oSa.sso
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR
'I ho grotesque details of the indictment for bankrolling a doglighting ring
were released, and 1 jumped on the
bandwagon to punish Michael Vick not
only to the fullest extent of the law, but
to never allow him to bo a participating
member of .society or the NFl. again
no second chances.
However, when Vick sat at tho podium during his Philadelphia Eagles
introductory news conference between
Fagles Head Coach Andy Reid and lite
mentor Tony IXingy 1 could not help
but root for Vick and lobby for others
to support not just Vick, but second
chances. Second chances are what
C'hristianity is built on, and second
chances are given as long as remorse
and sincerity are part ol the equation.
Vick sounded truly sincere, remorseful and humbled during the news
conference, 'lliough his past involvement with the llid New?, Kennels was
sickening, the Vick on the podium
seemed mentally reformed, health)' and
clean.sed.
"1 know I've done some terrible
things, made a horrible mistake. Now I
want to be part of the solution and not
the problem," Vick said," We all used the
excuse .that doglighting was part of our
culture. 1 don't use it as an excLise now. 1
went to prison and had plenty of time to
think about what 1 did wrong."
Not only did \'ick serve 18 months
in federal prison, but he lost his job,
lost the privilege that comes with being the greatest athlete in the NFL
and fell into financial ruin, despite
being the highest paid player in the

NFL before serving time.
Vick has incurred estimated financial
losses of ,$142 million, including $71
million in Atlanta Falcons salary, $50
million in endorsement income and
nearly $20 million in previously paid
bonuses, according to the Adanta Journal-Constitution.
To .say Vick got his job back when
he signed with the Philadelphia Eagles
is inaccurate. 'Po go Irom the starting
quarterback and highest paid player
in the league to an intermittently used
utility [ilayer is like going from C]EO to
coflee-fetchingiiitern.
With millions oi Americans ready
to execute him, even after losing everything, Vick needed a person with
a strong foundation to help reform his
life properly assist him in making a successful transition after prison' and help
him reclaim a glimpse of the talent he
displayed just a couple ofyears ago.
Dungy a man with a foundation in
("hiist, changed the dynamic of the
situation abruptly when he decided to
mentor Vick.
Pungy has been labeled among the
classiest members of the NFL and is a
professing Christian. He is not one of
those that thank C^od after winning a
Cramniy or Oscar He gives credit to
his Savior for every ble.ssing in his life,
and in almost every public appearance
he .makes. ITe wrote two books focused
on Christ guiding his life through die
successes and tragedies.
Dungy is one of the few role models ol professional sports that children
can call their hero and parents support their choice. If he says Vick is on
the right path, has suffered enough

Domino's Pizza

and deserves a second chance, I feel
obligated to listen.
"1 really got the sense he wanted to
do some great things. He wanted to be
a positive role niodel for young people.
He wanted to get back to his family In
Leavenworth, 1 asked him where the
Lord was in all of this. He felt he needed
to turn back to the Lord, and that's when
I felt it was going in the right direction
for hini," Dungy said,
My concern is not focused on his
past, but on staying away from trouble
in the future, akhough it sounds like he
genuinely learned his les.son.
"I'm conscious of the fact I wa.s
wrong, and I'll have to deal with that
shame and embarrassment the re.st of
my life. 1 committed an act that was
cruel, unethical and inhumane, but I've
paid my debt to society," Vick said. "1
can't explain how deeply I hurt and how
I cried. I had to explain to my three kids
that it was daddy's fault. I asked them
for a chance to be a better father, to do
the right things and show them that 1
can help young individuals from going
down the same path 1 did."
Vick appeared in his first game in
over two years 'iluirsday 'Hie game was
marked by his effective play, an elated
smile and a shockingly warming ovation from Philadelphia fans when he
entered the game.
"Everyone deserves a second chance.
As long as we're willing to do it the right
Avay we all deserve it. Bu.t I realize I get
only one shot at a second chance," Vick
.said. "My actions will speak louder than
words, and I'll be proactive within the
community. People will see that in due
time. 1 have to make a lot of people into
a believer in me."
Contact Jordan LoSasso
at jlosas,so<(t)libertyedu.

The Liberty Flames are not just prepared
for the season physically, but also are trained
spiritually
"We have a great group of men who really
understand what we're trying to do in terms of
taking Dn Falwell's vision and trying to multiply that and use soccer as our tool to further
the kingdom," Alder said.
"Our goal like all other teams, i.s to be the
best that we can be, and prove we are a force
to be reckoned with, 'llie difference is that we
want to show everyone what can be accomplished with God on our side."
As the Flames continue to face more formidable opponents, the team relies on more than
just themselves to remain competitive.
"I don't want to sound cliche, but the fans really do make ail the difference," Alder said.
To accommodate fans, the construction of
a bigger stadium is under way which will provide more seating and a better game day experience for all Flames soccer fans. Mid-September is the tentative completion date, according
to Alder.
'Ihe Flames are scheduled to hold their first
regularseason game on Sept. I at home against
Concord, and will also play games against
North Carolina and Winthrop University
Contact Brittany Barclay
at bnibarclay(2'liberty.edu.

WOMEN'S' LACROSSE
SET TO LAUNCH
Daniel Martinez
SPORTS REPORTER
Lacrosse is bursting onto the Liberty University sports
scene this year. Starting widi the Sept. 9-11 tryouts, Liberty's
newest Division-I program is looking to make an impact with
a competitive first season.
According to 'Tatyana Gomez of the Liberty Recreation
.Sports iriepartment, women's lacrosse has been a club sport for
four years, so the sight of girls in gloves and goggles charging
across the campus intramural fields is not uncommon to the
university With the open tryout e.xpected to collect a team of
those interested. Liberty is adding the new program and hoping to spark excitement in the student body
"It's a fast-paced game ofspeed and finesse," Assistant Coach
Jen Venter said.
"Lacro.sse is one of the fastest-growing .sports in the country," Head Coach Regan Denham said.
While the goalies wear precautionary pads and there is a
great deal of slicing, and lunging with sticks, women's lacrosse
is not the contact sport the men's version is.
"Tliey say lacrosse is the fastest sport on two feet, so you
need speed and athleticism to keep up and good stick skills to
handle the ball," Venter .said.
Denham said the focus fiir'Liberty women's lacro,sse 20092010 is to establi.sh a team and focus on recruiting for next year.
The tryouts are looking to fill the team roster (25-30 players)
with good athletes, although experience is not necessarily a
prerequisite.
Tlie team will be playing teams in the National Lacrosse
Conference, which includes teams from Howard. Longwood
and Jacksonville Universities and Presbyterian ,and Davidson
Colleges.
Tlie new teani will be in good hands under Denham, who
has played lacrosse since seventh grade (including a tenure
at Messiah College, where she set eight school records) and
has served as head coach at Missouri Baptist University and
Springfield College.
"It's really exciting to have a (team) because we are currently
the only evangelical university widi Division-1 lacrosse," Denham said.
Conference championships will take place in May, and Libert)' is slated to be an autoniatic qualifier for the NCAA tournament in 2012.
Contact Daniel Martinez at
dpmartinez(a)liberty.edu.
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Student leadership starts
off the new semester
Amanda Sullivan
NEWS EDITOR

A sea of students clad in bright red shirts
filled the Schilling Center the week before
classes started at Liberty University Tlie gathered students represented a section of Liberty
devoted to the spiritual development of every
student on campus, which is headed by the
Office ofStudent Leadership (OSL). 'Hie students form the 2009-2010 student leadership
team.
'file student leadership team is made up of
26 Resident Directors (RD), 226 Resident;
Assistants (RA), 226 Spiritual Life Directors
(SLD) and 1,000 Prayer Leaders (PL). 'Hie
students are dispersed throughout the campus
on various halls. OSL's desire is to have every
student ministered to on campus, according to
Campus Pastor and Vice President ofSpiritual
Development Dwayne Carson. Each student
leader is responsible for five students on their
hall.
OSL expects the students who are in leadership to uphold the Liberty Way, Liberty's code
of ethics and Christian principles.
"I want our student leaders to be an example
of fallowing the Lord. 1 want our student leaders to be quick to serve and assist students as
they face needs and sometimes a cri.sis in their
lives,'' Carson said. "I want every student to be
loved as well as prayed tor daily I want students to kjiow there are other students who
care for them."
Carson al.so expects his student leaders to
help other students mature spiritually

"When it comes to discipleship, I
want us to focus this year on developing values. Part of the mission statement of Liberty is to develop students
with the values to impact tomorrow's
world," he said. "1 want to lead our
students to establish clear-cut biblical
values that will guide them for life,"
In addition to student leaders training other students, they are also responsible for training other student
leaders for upcoming years.
"We train our leaders to train our
leaders. 1 am already teaching our RDs
and RAs to be looking at who will be
our RAs and SLDs for fall 2010," Carson said "Part of my vision is that we
are always developing future leaders."
Although OSL has specific standards for its s t u d e n t leader.s, t h e
students also have their o w n reasons

OSL BANQUET—SLD WillThrasher and RA ChrisThonnpson from East 2 0 - 1 and 2 with
sister dorm RA Kati Overbey and SLD Katie Smith from East 6-1 and 2.

forcommittingto the position.
"(I'm not on leadership) because o f t h e
"(I want) to be part of .something bigger in sleepless nights, ER visits, hectic schedules or
myself — to have the opportunity to directly ' even Dwayne's acrostics. It's not for the late
impact the young men of today and the bus- night privileges, either. Honestly sometimes
bands/fathers of tomorrow, for Christ," Resi- ] ask myself (why I'm on leadership)," SLD
dent Director Danny Lamonte said. "It is awe- Carly Muehlethaler said. "1 am not capable. 1
some to watch a 18-year-old kid with no real am not perfect or strong or even smai 1.1 make
relationship with God arrive on campus and mistakes all the time. But if I've learned anybe part ofseeing that person leave in four years, thing in the past year it's that nothing about
matured, and excited about the plan God has being on leadership is about me.
for their life, is such a blessing."
"I am on student leadership ... becaase
'Hie students on leadership tend to not let
know that is just one area (ot many) where
squabbles and other OSL requirements dis- God is. Together, with my leadership team,
suade them from ministering to fellow stu- we can influence and affect this campus for
dents.

Career center
hosts job fair
Cheryl Cooper

FEATURE REPORTER

While some students were running frantically around
Lynchburg, delivering applications for potential jobs, others
attended the job fair in the Tolsma Indoor Track Hitirsday
hosted by the Career Center.
"The job fair gives you more direct, in-person access to the
actual recruiter," Career Services Coordinator, Tara Dunne
said. "If they like you while they're talking to you and filling
out their application, they can say, 'Hey listen, why don't we
talk a little bit more.'"
Due to the current economic downslide, it has become
increasingly difficult for students to find much-needed jobs.
'Tve applied to over 17 jobs in person^ and eight or nine
online," junior Kale Golden said. 'lAfter nearly two weeb, 1
have yet to hear anything back. 1 offered (to work) full or part
time. I've stated I'm willing to work as early or late as possible."
Polly Woodridge, a John Stewart Walker Realty employee, attended a previous job fair and noted the difference in
Tliur.sday's event
•
;
' ,.
"Last year 1 came in April to the Career Fair, and I didn't
have as much interaction with die students as 1 did tliis morning," Woodridge said.
. However, it was the students who truly benefitedfi"omthe
job fair. $ince most students have never had an opportunity
like die ones tlie job fair offered.
"I'm just not (going to) let Liberty give us opportunitie,'!
and not take (advantage o f ) those opportunities," sophomore Lance Powers said.
Powers also said that while he is hoping to find a job related to his major, he is more concerned with finding a job
that pays.
"It's better to gain experience in your job iield through a job
... Tlie actual experience you're going to gain while you're in
college will be even more beneficial to you when you graduate," Dunne said.
According to Dunne, there are at least four more job fairs
planned for this year.
Contact Cheryl Cooper
at ccooper2^1ibert)';edu.
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CHiri.st," she said. "My deepest desire is to .see
us, as a campus and a body, fall more in love
\\4ith C^od every day Student leadership is an
avenue to get there."
For more information on becoming a student leader, visit the Office ofStudent I .eadership next to the Hangar in the DeMoss Courtyard.
'
Contact Amanda Sullivan at
amsLillivan3(i?liberty.edu.

Tips for stressless
success this semester
Claire Riss

FEATURE REPORTER

Tliomas Edison once .said success is 90 percent perspiration and 10 percent inspiration. Slacking off in the beginning
only makes the end harder and the bad habits formed will be
difficult to overcome.
Heather Schofl-kall, director ofthe Bruckner Learning Center, believes that one ot the most important keys to success is
attending classes.
"Go to class. Most students ... end up on (academic) warning or probation ... because they missed too many classes,"
Schoffstall said. "Lack of attendance is what I feel hurts students the most."
Bruckner Learning Center Assi.stant Professor Connie
Hansen suggests taking notes, no matter which class the students are in.
"Note-taking will keep 'students focused on lectures and
more engaged in the subject matter," Hansen said.
Students should pace themselves when studying note.s. Retention Coordinator tor Academics and Instructor ot Education Jose Mercado recommends .studying more frequently in
smaller time slots.
"Tlie biggest and most important advice I can give is to study
in chunks, not long marathons," Mercado said. "Give yourself
time during the week to study, and set the limit on how many
minutes you can handle at a time."
Mercado also warns against all-nighters.
"Tlie worst way of .studying for most students is the 'allnighter' because of the lack ot sleep and caffeine withdrawal
that follows. All-nighters can work against you because ofthe
tiredness that follows, and your brain doesn't work as well under fatigue," Mercado said.
Time management should also be a top priority. Steve Amburgey, assistant professor for the Bruckner Learning Center,
encourages students to develop good organizational skills.
"[Students] need to have a system for man,iging their
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time and a system for organization. 'Ihey should form
a schedule that includes study times," Amburgey said.
"Also be sure to look at your syllabi everyday Work ahead
when you can."
When struggling with work, take advantage of Liberty's
free services, 'fhe Center for Academic Support and Advising Services (CASAS), the Bruckner Learning Center and the
Tutoring and Testing C^'nter are just a tew ot many resources
available to students.
"'[he Bruckner Learning Center olfcrs courses in study
skills, including time management. 'Ihe Tutoring and Testing
Center offers free tutoring for individuals and groups to help
students
improve perfomiance in particular classes," Ralph jernigan, assi.stant professor in the Bruckner f.earning Center, said.
The Bruckner Learning Center is located in the Teacher
Education Hall in room 139, the Tutoring and Testing Center
is in room 128 and CASAS is locatcd in DeMoss Hall 2016.
Contact Claire Riss at
criss((i)libertyedu.

Tips for Success
Attend class.

Study in groups.

Take notes.

Stay organized.

Don't pull all-nighters.

Get help.
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First campus artist
series of the semester
By Tiffany Edwards

ASSISTANT FEATURE EDITOR

A deep orange glow bathed the
performers onstage as they led the
audience in praise and worship at
the first Campus Artist Series of the
2009-2010 academic year. Augusts
Campus Artist Series featured praise
and worship artist Nick Smith and
indie rock duo Jacob Russo and
Harrison Peaks,
Smith opened the evening with
a series of praise and worship songs.
Smith, who hails from upsfate New
York, has played music for roughly
eight years and has performed on
worship teams for about six years.
Before attending Liberty, Smith
worked with a ministry that he
founded with his friends,
"Back home in New York, I've
got a great group of guys, and we
head up a ministry called the Purity Movement," Smith said. "It's
all about keeping your mind pure,
beyond abstinence. We minister
through drama, music and teaching,"
A freshman at Uberty Smith
signed up for the Campus Artist
Series and was selected to open for
Tliursday's showcase. A worship and
pastoral leadership major, Smith has

been writing and recording his own
music for three years,
"1 would like to enhance the
skills and gifts that God has given
me. Other than that, 1 would really like to become closer in my walk
with God," Smith said, "My hope is
that 1 would become a worship pastor for a larger-sized church, and take
care of their worship and pastoral
needs,"
Next to take the stage were indie
arti,sts Jacob P^usso and Harri,son
Peaks, Rus,^, a senior, performed at
previous Campus Artist Series and
invited his former band mate Peaks,
a freshman, to join him for Thursday's performance,
"Tlie music we performed tonight was acoustic versions of the
stuff that we played with our old
band," Peaks said, "We're really into
indie music. We don't have a specific
structure or genre for the songs that
we write,"
"Our inspiration is kind of a mixture, "They always tend to be emotional, about girls or about God and
about whatever is going on in our
lives at the time," Russo said.
Russo and Peaks performed
together in a band for roughly two
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SMITH — Lead singer Freshman Nick Smith leads the crowd in worshijD at thefirstCampus Artist
Series of the semester.

years, along with Peaks' brother and
a mutual friend, Russo, an advertising major with a minor m music, and
Peaks, a speech communications
major, both plan on using music as
a primary outlet for ministry and
personal expression both at Liberty
and wherever else they have the opportunity to perform.
"I plan on playing as much mu-

sic as 1 can," Russo said, "I actually
am getting kind of a 'big break,' I'm
opening for the country bandLonestar in December Tliey're coming
to E.C, Glass High School to do a
big charity event, and I know the guy
who is booking it, and he got me on
the bill,"
"I feel that God wants me here,
whether it's for mu,sic dr not," Peaks

Between silent still worsiiip and
raising the dead: The Glorious Unseen
Amanda Baker
EDITOR IN CHIEF

"Hey Stubbs, last night I had
. this dream that I was a muffler,"
'Amufiinr

• "No, a mufl-ler! I had a dream
, I 'wa.s' a muffler last night, and I
woke up exliausted."
'Alright guys, focus."
Tlie members of'Tlie Glorious Unseen (TGU) lounged
on couches in the middle of
the Student Activities ofiice on
a sunny Friday afternoon, waiting tor me to interview them,
although "waiting" might be too
benign of a word. Each of the
guys was bursting with some
unknown source of energy, as
if they had each ingested a sixpack of Mountain Dew on an
empty stomach, Tlieir excitement was infectious, and what 1
had thought was going to be another routine interview turned
out to be a deeper look into the
lives of a self-proclaimed "ambient worship band."
Ben Crist, TGU's lead singer
and guitarist, is the cornerstone
of the band, originally starting out as a worship leader at
Anchor Fellowship in Nashville, Tenn, After the addition
of Crist's "good friends" Ryan
Stubbs (guitar), Ben Harms
(bass), Jon Todrj'k (drums) and
Patrick Copeland (piano), the
band was signed by Tooth and
Nail Records and began touring a year ago. Crist came u p
with the name "Tlie Glorious
Unseen" because he wanted to
communicate the mysteiy of
God.
"Tlie only reason there is a
name for (the band) is because
the label has to promote it. Tiiis
was just i churdi worship band.
Tliere was no formal getting
together of a band and saying,
' Wliat are we gonna do?' I was
^rcjiiy doing it every Sujiday

and naturally everyone else just
caught on," Cnst said. "We kind
of do the sanie thing whether
we're at church or on the road
anyway. (Even if) we are at a
music festival vt-here there are
tons of bands, we still have the
mentality ... like we're in a
church service leading worship."
When asked about what
genre they would consider their
music to fall under, the band
agreed that it was not so much
about the name of the genre as
it was about the purpose of the
genre.
"I think a lot of people might
... (say) we're in the worship
genre. Tliat to me is disgusting that worship has become a
genre. We actually kind of seek
to move way beyond that genre'.
Our music is so much more
ambient. It's about atmosphere
and creating an environment
that's conducive to people really
focusing on connecting with
God's spirit," Cri.st said.
"We don't try to impress
people with our music. We try
to impress God with our music.
And that's harder, because he's
heard it all. He created it."
'Hie band's latest album,
"Tlie Hope Tliat Lies in You",
was conceived out of difficult
experiences that the members
of T G U experienced around
the same time. Ilie theme of
the album, according to TGU's
MySpace page, is to serve as a
battle cry of optimism in our
increasingly pessimistic world."
Hiey could not pick a favorite
song from the album because
each one was individually important
"We were a mess. We still are
kind of recovering Right before
we started writing the album our
lives exploded or something,"
Crist said. "We were ali dealing
with some prett)' intense stufT

AMBIENCE - Ben Crist performing his song "You Are."Crist
is the lead singer of The Glorious Unseen, whose latest
album is title "The Hope That Lies in You."

"Every time we had to write
sections I'd be on the floor,
lliey'd call m e and be like,
'Dude, you have got to get out
of bed and down to the studioi
we're writing.' Tliey would have
to call me four times just to get
me the motivation to get up and
move," Stubbs said. "We would
get in the studio and we were all
so drained from trying to deal
with life that there was no way
we could write ... because we
had the wind blocked out ofus."
"I feel likf; God kind of took
our hands and helped us write.
We ended up writing 13 or 14
songs in the span of 20 to 25
hours."
Tlie guys d o not bi'ing any
expectations to the stage when
they d o a show, solely reining

on the understanding that their
performance has nothing to do
with them.
"We come asking God to do
what He will. We are prepared
to play our songs and worship
though that," the guys collaborated. "1 don't think we can say
there is ajiything we expect on
a nightly basis, (because) God
will do whatever H e wants.
Some nights there are people
who just stare at you ... and other nights people will be in casts,
prayed for and healed, walking
around. We expect something
in between there. Somewhere in
between silent still worship and
raising the dead."
Contact Amander Baker at
ambaker2<S>libert)'.e(Iu.

said, "I want to play as much as 1
can, whether it's with Jacob or with
anyone else, just as long as I can play
music that glorifies the Lord, When
I graduate, I want to play worship
music around the US,"
Contact Tiffany Edwards at
tredwards2(ailibertyedu.

Don't Coast
Emily DeFosse
FEATURE EDITOR

;

Another semester has begun and already 1 Iin4,
myself walking around in a sleepless daze survivv
ing on a diet of iced coffee and Oreos. As college"
students, we face a lot of demands from classes,^,
jobs and other responsibilities that vary with eacli"
person. Sometimes it can be a lot to handle, but it^'
is worth it.
For anyone who did not attend Campus'
Church, now tided Aperture, last Wedne.sday eve-«
ning. Dr. Caner presented the basis for this semes-'
ter's series on the book ofjames called Holy Hand
Grenades.
In the series he will be seeking to answer tough ^
questions that the church is often afraid to ask, but'
want;; answers to. 'Iliroughout his sermon therewas one phrase he said that stuck with jne and;
made me think about how I want to spend this se- •
mester: "Don't coast."
In context, Caner was discussing how it is an
easy temptation to coast through the Christian
life, especially while at a Christian university like
Liberty. Ifwe are not careful, we learn to speak the
lingo, pray the prayers and sing the songs, yet none
ofit means anything.
What he .said is very true, but I tliink as college;
students it is important for us to apply this concept
not just to our spiritual lives, but also to every as-.^
pect of our live.s.
Tliis semester has just begun and the desire to'
coast may not be tempting every student yet, but it •
will. By the end of the semester many of us will be doing just enough to get by, while counting down J
the days until Christmas (118 if you were won-»
dering), Tlie temptation to coast entices all, from
freshmen to seniors, and only a strong few can re- ^
sist its terrible grip.
'
Whenever that temptation begins to rise up in- j
side of you, light it off and remember to challenge J
yourself Do something this semester you have >
never done before. Take a chance on something;
new. Don't just sit around with your roommates
debating God's will for your lifi;. G o out and lind
it by working hard and putting everything into the
classes and responsibilities you currently have.
It may take some sacrifice, a few late nights and ,
a lot of coffee to keep going this semester However, that will be the fuel to keep us intentionally
pressing forward, instead of'watching the .semester
pass us by in a foggy haze, in which we accomplish
nothing.
Qmtact Emily DeFosse at
ebdefosse(a)libert)'.edu.

